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Introduction

universal grammar"),

whicb was created mostly under the influence of

the study of western European languages.
My work on Lushootseed has
been driven not only by my interest in the language and culture native
to the Pacific Northwest, but by my belief that the study of American
languages has much to contribute to the generative theory of language,
just as this theory has much to contribute to our understanding of the
languages of the New World.
In this paper, I want to describe the morphology and syntax of the
Lushootseed transitive sentence (S), invoking Jelinek's (1985J Pronominal Argument Parameter to account for the complementarity between the
morphological person marking paradigms (subject c.l1tics and object
suffixes) and full noun phrases (NP) representing verbal arguments.
In
addition, I will analyze the -d and -eb suffixes <suffixes with a somewhat controversial analytical history) as pronominal in the sense of the
Pronominal Argument Hypothesis <PAH), and suggest that many of the
properties of the Lushootseed transitive S follow from interactions of
the PAH and the case assigning properties I assume for the Lushootseed
S.
2.

Th. Lu.hoot ••• d person marking morphology

Lushootseed is an argument-dropping (pro-drop) language; that is,
arguments of a predicate may be named by an independent noun phrase (NF,
or nominal) or it may be omitted, the referent being inferred from
context.

(1)

?es-?itut ti?i~ sq-ebay?
STV-sleep DEM
dog
"that dog is sleeping"

?es-?itut
STV-sleep
"he/she/it/they is/are sleeping"

I f an argument of a verb is first or second person, it is rea 1 ized
as a second position (2PJ clitic (in the case of subject) or a verbal
suffiX (in the case of object).
Consider the following sets of
clauses . .:'"
(2)

tes 'hit (with fist)'
?u-tes(elt-s
~ex
PNT-h1t(TR)-lsO =2s8
"YOU(sg) hit

15

JD@"

?u-tes(e)t-sid ~ed
PNT-hit(TRJ-2s0 =lsS
"I hit you(sg)"

?u-tes(e)t-ubu~ ~elep

?u-tes(e)t-ubu~ed ~e~

PNT-hit<TR)-lpO =2pS
"you(plJ hit us"

PNT-hit(TR)-2pO
"we hit you<pll"

=lpS
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(7)

?u-tes(et)-d ~ed
PHT-hit-Q
=1sS

") am hungry"

"] hit him"
(3)

~al'

chase'

?u-~al(a)t-s

~ex

?u-~al(a)t-sid

~ed

PNT-chase(TR)-1s0 =2sS

PHT-chase(TR)-2s0 =1sS

"you(sg> chase me"

"1 chase you(sg>"

?u-~al(a)t-ubu~

~elep

PHT-chase(TR)-2pO =1pS

"you<sg) chase us"

·'1 chase you(pl)"

These morphemes are the only (unmarked) way to realize first or
Lushootseed 1s different from more

prototypical (Indo-European) argument dropping languages like Spanish,
where the bound morphology marking the person and number of subject and
object may cooccur with independent nominals:

(5)

me
peg-aste
Is0= hit-2sS(past.tense)
"you hit me"
.

The object suffixes

first

singular

plural

-s
-sid

-ubui'
-ubui'ed

Jelinek (1965 and elsewhere) has proposed that argument dropping
languages in general share the property at realizing verbal arguments in
the bound morphology rather than with noun phrases in the syntax.
J
will refer to this position as the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis.
As a
paradigm, the subjects clitics in (6) and the object suffixes in (8)
are pronominal in the sense that they fill argument 'slots'.
3,

3.1

tIS me
peg-aste
a mt
you 150= hit-2sS(past.ten5e) P me
"you hit me"

(8)

second

"he chases me"

second person arguments of verbs.

Analogous to the subject clitic paradigm, there are four object
suffixes.
These are morphologically bound to the verb, following the
stem and the transitiVe suffix ~.4

?u-~al(a)t-ubu~ed ~e~

PHT-chase(TR)-1pO =2pS
?u-~al (at)-s
PHT-chase-IsO

(4)

Third per.on arguments and the -d suffix
Construal of third person argument ..

The absence of a first or second person marker indicates, as 1 have
mentioned above, that the argument in question is third person.
This is
certainly true of subjects, as exemplified in (1) and (9) below.

(emphatiC)

(9)

As illustrated in (2) and (3), there are four subject clitic5
representing first and second person, singular and plural.

?ulu+ 'travel over water (canoe)'
a.

?u-?ulu~

tsi?i~

PHT-canoe DEM
(6)

second

singular

plural

=I!ed
=l'Oet

=~ex
=~elep

The absence of one of these indicates a third person subject.
Plurality of such a third person subject, when optionally indicated,
comes in the form of a particle helg-e?, usually following the verb.
(This same particle can indicate plurality of a third person possessor,
which is marked by a suffix -s which is ambiguous for number.
It has
also been known to appear with unambiguously plural first or second
person subjects and objects.)
These are 2P c11tics,

s~adey?

woman

"that woman is canoeing"

The subject clitics

first

cick-' ~ed ?es-tag-exvery
=1sS STY-hungry
"I am very hungry"

?es-tag-ex- ~ed
STY-hungry =1sS

b.

PHT-canoe
"she 1s canoeing"

In <9a), interpretation of the subject of ?ulur, a one-place (intransitive) predicate, 1s forced to be coreferent1al with the adjunct
nominal tsi?i~ si'adey? 'that woman'.
In the absence of the adjunct
nominal (9b). the subject 1s third person, but anaphoric, being determined by context.
But what of third person arguments in transitive
structures?

(10) a.

often referred to as "Wackernagel clitics"

after the 19th century indo-Europeanist who first described the properties of this type of clitic in Indo-European.
Since Lushootseed is verb
initial, they normally follow the verb.
When there is a preverbal
adverb such as £l~~-~ 'very' or (he)la?b 'well', the clitics follow the

?u-?ulu+

h.

?u-tes(et)-d ~ex
PHT-hit(TR)-D =2sS
"you(sg) hit-him"
?u-tes(et)-d ~ex- ti?i~ stubs
PHT-hit(TR)-D =2sS DEM
man
"you(sg) hit-that man"

adverb,

3
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c.

?u-tes(et)-d ti?i~ stub~
PNT-hit(TR)-D DEM
man
"he hit that-man"
.... that man hit him"

(14)

In (lOa), the subject is realized with the second person singular
subject clitic.
The object is interpreted as third person, but note
that the verb ends in a voiced IdJ rather than It).
Similarly, in (lOb)
and (lOc), this voicing occurs.
This should be contrasted with (II),
where the nomina Is are interpreted as subject, and the objects are
marked with suffixes.
(11)

a.

the appearance of two nominals in a simple

transitive like the ones under discussion is ungrammatical.
(12) '?u-tes(et)-d ti?i~ si?ab tsi?i~ s~adey?
PNT-hit(TR)-D DEM
noble DEM
woman
'''that noble hit that woman"
'''that woman hit that noble"
Second, when one of the arguments is overtly marked by a clitic
or suffix (ie, is first or second person), the other is assumed to be
third person.
Accompanying nominals are interpreted as coreferential
with this third person argument.
Note in particular pairs of the type:
a.

?u-~al(at)-d

~ed

ti?i~ ~ik-'

PNT-chase(TR)-D =lsS DEM
"I chased that-mean dog"
b.

?u-~al(a)t-s

tsi !"u-d-i!eg-as
DET FUT-my-wife

"my former

"my future wife"

(late) father"

on adjective
tu-*ik-' sq-ebay?
PST-mean dog

available to license any

There are generally three things which must be accounted for in

(13)

ti tu-d-bad
DET PST-my-father

ti?i~

PNT-chase(TR)-ls0 DEM

mean

sq-ebay?
dog

*ik-' sq-ebay?
mean dog

"that mean dog chased me"

Finally, only when the nominal is not accompanied by a first or
second pers~n marker is its interpretation fixed as object.
The first of these facts is accounted for by case theory.
The fact
that only aIle NP is possible strongly indicates that there is only one
<structural) case available to license an NP under the Case Filter.
Structural cases may be assigned by a structural verb, or by the category INFL (Chomsky 1986).

NP.~

Sportiche

(personal communication) has

sugRested that the last problem, that @v@n when both arRuments are
third person an adjunct nominal must be interpreted as object rather
than subject, may also be accountable by the case facts, but more analysis of the structural properties of the person marking suffixes will
be reqUired.
This leaves to be accounted the fact that, in principle, an adjunct
nominal may be interpreted either as subject or object, dependir,g which
of the arguments is marked in the first or second person.
3.3

The -d suffix

·Hess (1976) calls -d an allomorph of the '-t transitive suffix·,
apparently conditioned by the absence of one of the object suffixes.
Hes", & Hilbert (}976) refer to a rule by which the I dl appears at the
ends of words.

It].

There is,

but before

8

suffix and between vowels.

it app€ars

a~

it seems to me, another analysis.

It should be noted that distribution of the -d suffix (above
glossed as -D) is complementary with the other object suffixes.
Paradigmatically, if not morphologically, the -d suffix marks a third person
object.
This analysis is not entirely original; Snyder 1957 also glosses -d as a person marking suffix.
It is true that -d seems to supplete the transitive -t (a fact
marked in the data above by enclosing It] along with the preceding
epenthetlc vowel in parentheses).
However, there is a more general
rule, in which the first of two similar consonants deletes over a mor-

phological boundary.
(In the forms in (15), parentheses indicate that a
phone is being del@ted. )
--)
(15) peg 'time of' + tab what'
+ iudx ...... see' -->
?es 'STV'
t

As I have argued elsewhere (Hagiwara 1988), the aspectual system of
Lushootseed cannot reasonably interpreted as structural tense.
Among
the more compelling arguments for this case is the fact that time marking aspectual prefixes tu- 'past/remote' and ~- 'future' may occur on
nouns and adjectives as well as on verbs.
I!

tsi?e? ~u-hikw c'a~'as
DEM
FliT-big child
"this growing girl"

Thus,
argue that the category INFL is lacking in Lushootseed
grammar, and only one structural case, that assigned by the verb, is

Facts to be accounted for
First,

"she helped him"

on noun

"that formerly mean dog"

?u-k-ax-at-sid
tsi s~adey?
PNT-help(TR)-2s0 DET woman

these constructions.

"he chased it"

ti?i!"
DEM

"that wO:m.!lln helped you"

3.2

-i'u-k-ax-a(tl-d
FUT-help-D

c.

?u-tes(e)t-s
ti?i~ si?ab
PNT-hit(TR)-lsO DEM
man

65

time-marking aspect on verb

tu-i!ala(t)-d
PST-chase-D
b.

"that man hit me"

b.

a.

pe(d)tab 'when'
?e(s)~udx-

'see it'

Thus, a sequence -t-d '-TR-30' can reasonably be expected to be realized
as I-d] only.
5
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3.4

Excursus on the reflexive and
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recip~ocal

?u-k-ax-(at)-d t&e ~adey?
PNT-help<TR)-D DET woman
.. the woman helped him/her/it/they"
• .. the woman helped herself"

The following data exemplify the reflexive and the reciprocal constructions.
(16)

reflexive -sut
a.

b.

<17 )

?u-tes<e)t-sut ~ex
PNT-hit(TR)-RFL =2sS
"you(sg) hit yourself"

?u-tes(e)t-sut te stubl
PNT-hit(TR)-RFL DET man
"the man hit himself"

?u-teset-sut
PNT-hit (TR> -RFL
"he hit himself"

?u-k-ax-(a)t-sut ~ed
PNT-help(TR)-RFL =lsS
"I helped myseU"

?u-k-ax-<a)t-sut ~ex
PNT-help(TR>-RFL =2sS
"you(sg) helped yourself"

?u-k-ax-<a)t-sut tse s¥adey?
PNT-help(TR)-RFL DET man
"the woman helped herseU"

?u-k-ax-at-sut
PNT-help<TR)-RFL
"&he helped herself"

reciprocal
8.

b.

b.

?u-tes(e)t-sut !ed
PNT-hit(TR)-RFL =lsS
"I hit myself"

3.5

The object and subject pronominals reconsidered
A revised picture of the object &uffixes, then, 1s as follows:
(19)

The object suffixes (revised)
Singular
first
second
third
reflexive
reciprocal

?es-t'uc'ut-agwel ~eT
STV-shoot-RCP
=lpS
.. we shot each other"

plural

-s

-ubu-i'

-sid

-ubu~ed

-d
-But
-ag-el

?es-t'uc'ut-ag-el ti?i~ stubl
STV-shoot-RCP
DEN
man
Hthos£o men shot each other"

The fact remains that there is a gap in the subject clitic paradigm.
First and second person Singular and plural are overtly marked,
but third person is not.

?u-q-ulut-agwel ~elep
PNT-hug-RCP
=2pS
.. you < <pI) hugged each other"

However, in non-matrix clause types, third person subjects are
marked in the morphology.
Note the examples in (20).

In (16) and (17), the ~ut and ~-~ suffixes are again in complementary distribution with the other object suffixes and the -d suffix.
The difference is that the -lOut suffix, while pronominal in the sense of
the Pronominal Argument Hypothe&is, i& un&pecified for per lOon or number,
its features being filled in by the subject marker.
~-el is the same
but lexically plural.
~sut and ~:el are functionally anaphoric;
,
their interpretation is entirely dependent on the controlling 'subject'.
In the sense that -sut is anaphoric, -d is referential.
The interpretation of the third person object is critically unique from the
interpretation of the third person subject.
Consider th~ pairs:
a.

?u-tes(et)-d te stubl
PRT-chase(TR)-D DET man
"the man chased him/her/it/they"
.... the man cha&ed himself"

~~el

?u-q-ulut-ag-el
PNJ-hug-RCP
"they hugged each other"

(18)

?u-tes(e)t-sut te stubl
PNT-chase(TR)-SELF DET man
.. the man chased himself"

?u-k-ax-(a)t-sut tse s~adey?
PNT-help(TR)-SELF DET woman
"the woman helped herself"

6

(20)

Non-matrix

clauses~

a. subordinate
?es-fe~
!ed dx-?al k-i &-t'i~ib-s
STY-fear =lsS toward DET ROM-swim-3POSS
"I am afraid of hi& swilDlDing"

b.

dependent

?es-le~

~ed

g-e-t'i~ib-(e)s

STY-fear =lsS IRR-swim-3xS
.. J am afraid for him to swim <I am afraid of his swiJDIDing'"
The pronominal paradigms extend in non-matrix clauses to include
the third person, but all other facts remain essentially the same.
The
missing third person subject marker in the clitic paradigm can thus be
regarded as an accidental gap. rather than as evidence of a personhierarchical ditterence tn the realization of' a thtrd person agent/expertencer under the Pronominal Argument HypotheSis.
7
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The -eb construction

68

Properties of the -eb construction

With respect to (12) above, I said that the appearance of two nominals in a simple transitive was ungrammatical.
Two nominals may appear
in a single clause, however, when accompanied by a verb with the -eb
suffix. 7
(21)

a.

third person Sand 0

?e ti d-stale~ tsi d-sk~'uy
PNT-help(TR)-EB P DET my-nephew DET my-mother
"My nephew helped my mother."
?u-k~ax~at-eb

4.2

Analysis of -eb

The -eb construction has a varied analytical history.
Snyder
(1957) calls it "passive", saying "This suffix indicates that purposeful
action is being directed toward the passive subject." This indicates
that Snyder acknowledged the ability of -eb to name an actor acting on a
patient marked with a subject prefix.
"Passive" in this sense is not an
unreasonable designation.
In this same vein, Hess (1973) observes that -eb may be used when
the speaker wishes to focus attention on the "patient and his attitude
toward his fate" (Hess, 1973); Hess glosses ?u-k-::ax-at-eb as "He (insisted) on helping me <although I would have preferred to do it
alone)."
(p. 92).
However, Hess points out that 'he -eb construction is
the only one where the actor/experiencer can be named with a referential

?u-k~ax~at-eb
tsi d-skw'uy ?e ti d-stale+
PNT-help<TR)-EB DET my-mother P DET my-nephew
"My nephew helped my mother."
?u-k~ax-at-eb
?e ti d-stale+
PNT-help<TR)-EB P DET my-nephew
"My nephew he 1 ped her."
?u-k~ay.~at-eb
tei d-sk~'uy
PNT-help<TR)-EB DET my-mother
"He he 1 ped my mother."
?u-k~ax~at-eb

NP, and thus is nat functionally eqUivalent to the passive construction
in Engl1sh.
In keeping with the (}973) view that -e\;! Is nat "passive",
Hess (1976) glosses -eb

ltiS

"middle voice"

In the grammatical nates to Hess & Hilbert (in press), -eb is
called "ergative";

it has two principal functions.

fI,

••

it provides a

shift in focus drawing attention to a first or second person patient
.... to provide for the explicit expression of an agent
(This function is an innovation apparently unique to Lushootseed. ," The label
"ergative" 1s appropriate,

1n the same sense that "passive" was for

Snyder; it is certainly true that the agent is marked in an oblique
case, and the patient is represented in the same way as subjects of
Intransitive verbs (as clltics).
This 1s a distinctive property of
ergative productions.

PNT-help-EB
"He helped her."

However, here again,

I wish to propose a different story.

b. first or second person objects
Verbs in -eb assign a second,
?u-k-'ax'~at-eb

~ed

?u-k~ax~at-eb

~ed

?e ti d-stale+
PNT-help<TR)-EB =1s P DET my-nephew
"my nephew helped me"

inherent.

case,

to an agent

nomin~l,

marked with the preposition ?e.
Since this occurs under government
within VP, both the bare NP (direct adjunct) and the oblique one are
complements of V; free ordering of complements with respect to other
complements of the same head is not unusual.
For example th .. Engli~.h
dative constructions:

PNT-help<TR)-EB =ls
fJ

he he 1 ped :me"

(22)

a.

b.
With respect to the -eb construction, there are again several
things in the data which need to be accounted for.
First, the verb in -eb elevates bn oblique case (marked by the
preposition ~) in which-an agent nominal may be expressed. R

John gave (a book)
(to Mary)"
John gave (Maryl., (a bookl"
A

Bath the accusative ~~~ and dative abject Mary are complements of the
verb gjve, but may occur in either order.
This accounts for the first
two properties mentioned above.

Interestingly, first and second person patients are represented
with subject clitics.
First or second person agents are disallowed.

The final thing needing to be accounted for, that first and second
person patients are represented with the subject clitics, is still in
some sense a problem.
But given that -eb is a morpheme, it is not
impossible to conceive of it at least partly as a lexical operator, by
which the morphological "object" slot is taken aver, throwing the realization of patientive arguments to another, Independently ne .. ded.
person marking paradigm:
the clitics.

Finally, there are two more familiar problems.
-eb is in complementary distribution with all the object suffixes, including -d and
-sut, and the interpretation of the bare NP is fixed as patient <in the
absence of -d), and the oblique NP <PP) as agent.

Nate that -eb is in complementary distribution with the obj .. ct suffixes 1n (19).
Note as well that first and second person patients are
represented overtly with the subject clitic paradigm.
Even third person
patient, when one recalls that th; third person subj .. '-t clitic is phono-

As exemplified in (21), nominals are freely ordered.
There is a
preference for the VSO order, but the other order is not uncommon.
Of
course either or both may be omitted.

-
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logically null, is always represented pronominally.
Finally, the -eb
construction is always interpreted with a third person agent/eKperien-

5.

cer.

In this paper, I have speCifically avoided trying to implement the
Pronominal Argument Parameter within a parameterized universal grammar.
Can the pronominal arguments of Lushootseed be generated in the syntax
under abstract noun positions (contra Hukari 1976)? or as the beads of
independent Agreement phrases? 1 have argued that the ergative patterning in the Lushootseed -eb construction be derived from the case
assigning properties of the Lushootseed S; but are there arguments
against deriVing this pattern from the interaction of other parameters
(contra Koopman 1987)? The theoretical details of concerning these and
related issues I leave for further research.

In the face of these observations,
lowing properties.

I analyze -eb as having the fol-

(23) Properties of -eb
a.
-eb is a pronominal marking third person agent/eKperiencers.
As a result, first and second person agent/eKperiencers
are disallowed.

It is not "passive" in the sense of passive

morphology in English, which does not mark person.
b.
-eb is a leKical operator that "shifts" the realization of
patient trom the object suffix paradigm to the subject clitic
paradigm.
In this regard, it very much like a passive.
It
also cooccurs with the transitive I-t) suffix, but not the
I-d) third person object suffix.
Third person patients, like
the first and second person patients, are realized with the
<paradigmatic) subject clitics; the third person subject
clitic is, as noted above, accidentally null. ~
-eb is a case assigner, or JDOre accurately. a suffix wideh
elevates a second (oblique) case for the verb to assign under
government.
In this sense, again, it is like the English

c.

passive.

Sullllllllry

My primary goal here was to illustrate the morphological and syntactic properties of the Lushootseed transitive S.
In doing so, I have
argued that the fact that Lushootseed allows only one bare NP per clause
does not interfere with the realization of verbal arguments, since these
are represented in the bound morphology, as allowed by Jelinek's Pronominal Argument Parameter.
Further, by analyzing the -d and::£!! suffixes as pronominal, I have
avoided systematic, person-hieraTchical differences 1n the realization
of third versus first and second person arguments (as allowed by Jelinek
& Demers 1985). The Pronominal Argument HypotheSiS, along with the case
marking properties I have assumed for the Lushootseed S (or VP) can
account for many of the properties of the transitive constrUctions in
Lushootseed.

The -eb suffix is best understood as a person marking suffiK.
But
is the -e~~onstruction a passive construction? This depends on the
defir.ition of "pas,;.ive".
If passive is a functional notion in which
affectedness of an object is expressed without referring to an actor,
then as HeE.S

c.1Y73>

argues,

it

1s not.

]1 passive 1s a

e.emant1c opera-

tion, in wt.tch an (n) place predicate is made an (n-1) place predicate,
then again the -eb construction is not a passive one.
But it cannot be denied that the -eb construction shares some
properties with the passive constructi~in languages like English--in
particular, those that passives share with ergative constructions.
But
generative syntacticians have proposed properties of ergative constructions not shared by the Lushootseed -eb construction.
leave the question open.

This said,

]

Finally, the interpretation of the bare NP as coreferential with
the pat-ient and the oblique NP (PP) as coreferent1al with the agent/expeTiencer, while still somewhat problematic, is not surpTising.
Recall that in the "plain" construction in Section 2, interpretation of the bare NP as object was reqUired when neither of the aT8uments was first or second person.
In the case of the -eb construction
the same fact is in place.
It may well be that whatever forces interpretation of the NP is related (only) to the presence or the absence of
the first and second person object suffixes.
The interpretation of the
bare NP being fixed, the oblique NP is interpreted coreferentially with
the remaining pronominal, the agent-marking ::£!!.
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glDttal stop

( "l )
( 3 )
( "f)

schwa

ejective lateral affricate

Other ejectives will be marked with a following apostrophe rather
than an overstruck one.

Grammatical morphemes are glossed with capitalized abbreviations:
STV
PIIT
IRR
PS1
FUT
POSS
OEM
DET
TR

stative aspect
punctual (completive) aspect
irrealis (subjunctive) aspect
past/remote aspect
future aspect
possessor
demDnstrative
determ1ner

transitive

PersDn marking morphemes are glossed in the fDrm IIxY. where the
first number 1s the person

("1"

1s first person,

"2"

second,

etc).

"x"

is ~ fDr Singular or p for plural, and "Y" is § for subject or Q for
Dbject.
;~Translat1ons

'he',

'she',

. it'

and' they'

are JDOre or less inter-

changeable in all the data in this paper, but where paradigms are presented, gender and number Df the referent will be preserved to avoid
con1usion.
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41 am at present uncertain as to the productivity of this suffix,
but it cooccurs with the object suffix paradigm presented in this
paper.
Verbs occuring with one of the other transitive suffixes, notably -dx~ and -tx~, take a different, but completely analogous, set of
object suffixes.
&1 am not, in fact, committed to this position.
With recent developments in the theory, INFL has been subsumed by two categories, Tense
and Agreement.
Properties of these two categories are still being
argued.
It seems possible that it is Verb rather than INFL that is
lacking.
This might go a way to explain the seeming interchangeability
of lexical nouns and verbs and the controversy concerning these two
categories in Salishan.
Here, the only crucial thing is that only one

(!)

?u-?e~(e)-d

ced ?e te du?ayus
PNT-eat-3D =1sS?E DET ferm.eggs
"I am eating (oi) the stink eggs"

.gBonnie Chiu (personal communication) has pointed out the resemblance between this analysis and Stephen Anderson's recent analyses of
an ergative patterned construction in Georgian.
I regret that I am at
present unfallliliar with Anderson's analyses in Extended Word and Paradigm theory, and more recently in A-morphous Morphology, but J will
certainly be looking into Anderson's theory as soon as possible.

structural case is available.

"I believe that even in the conjunction paradigm. in which the conjunctions ~eda, ~ex-~, ~e¥a and ~elepa mark the subject of the following
clause, the &-el conjunction can be thought of as marking third person
subjects.
1. will need to check this with more reserach.
?u-hud-~up

~e~
ce~a
?u-q'elb
PNT-light-fire =lpS CNJ.lsS PNT-camp

"we build a fire and we camped"
?u-hud-~up
g-el ?u-q'elb
PNT-light-fire CON) PNT-camp
"they bui Ita f ire and they camped"

"H.-ss (1976) and Hess & Hilbert (in press) have analyzed this
suffix as simply -b, the schwa being epenthetic.
For some reason,
have trouble overcoming the inertia in my own mind carried by my name
for it, -eb, and will continue to refer to it that way.
In these and subsequent examples, J transate constructions in -eo
in the active.
This is in keeping with Hess's (1973) view that the -eo
con".truction is not functionally passive, though it shares some properties of passive constructions in many languages.
We will return to the
question below.
"?e

has several functions outside the
adverbial

U

possessive

~

construction, most.ly:

?e te IiI
?E DET distance
in the distance,

far away"

ti sda? ?e ti?i~ stub~
DET name ?E DEM
man
"that man's name"

goal

?u-~ab-alik?e tire? q'ixPNT-dry-CR.ACT ?E DEM
steelhead
"he is drying the steelhead"
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